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Abstract: Spurt upsurge in violent protest and armed conflict in populous, civil areas has
upstretched momentous concern worldwide. The unrelenting strategy of the law enforcement agencies
focuses on thwarting the conspicuous impact of violent events. Increased surveillance using a
widespread visual network supports the state actors in maintaining vigilance. Minute, simultaneous
monitoring of numerous surveillance feeds is a workforce-intensive, idiosyncratic, and otiose method.
Significant advancements in Machine Learning (ML) show potential in realizing precise models
to detect suspicious activities in the mob. Existing pose estimation techniques have privations in
detecting weapon operation activity. The paper proposes a comprehensive, customized human activity
recognition approach using human body skeleton graphs. The VGG-19 backbone extracted 6600 body
coordinates from the customized dataset. The methodology categorizes human activities into eight
classes experienced during violent clashes. It facilitates alarm triggers in a specific activity, i.e., stone
pelting or weapon handling while walking, standing, and kneeling is considered a regular activity.
The end-to-end pipeline presents a robust model for multiple human tracking, mapping a skeleton
graph for each person in consecutive surveillance video frames with the improved categorization of
suspicious human activities, realizing effective crowd management. LSTM-RNN Network, trained on
a customized dataset superimposed with Kalman filter, attained 89.09% accuracy for real-time pose
identification.

Keywords: human activity classification; weapon pose detection; weapon detection using skeleton
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1. Introduction

Rising armed violence, violent conflicts, armed protests, and criminal activities pose a significant
concern for state actors. The contemporary global human rights issue involves the usage of explosive
weapons and lethal personal arms, i.e., pistols, shotguns, automatic machine guns, revolvers, shotguns,
and rocket launchers. Approximately 1.4 million deaths were recorded between 2012 to 2016, and
two million people suffered physical injuries in armed protests and violence. Recent indicators show
that 500 deaths and 2000 personnel injuries a day are a severe challenge to address [1]. The state
actors aim to thwart threats by detecting miscreants in violent protests and curbing firearms trafficking.
Technology growth helps monitor malicious activities using CCTV cameras and visual surveillance
sensors. It encompasses minute monitoring of each video frame in numerous surveillance feeds with
a high degree of attentiveness to identify suspicious activity simultaneously. The workforce-intensive,
idiosyncratic manual analysis is a tedious and otiose method to observe each video frame in multiple
inputs simultaneously.

The rapid evolution of Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL) algorithms, and Convolution
Neural Networks (CNNs) help realize precise models that solve real-life challenges in medical,
agricultural, traffic management, threat management, activity classification, object classification
problems, and autonomous vehicles. Human activity classification and object detection approaches
hold significant potential to transform video surveillance systems, human-computer interaction, and
robotics for human behavior characterization. A distinct-object detection approach shows a
substantial performance increase while using customized ConvNets (with superimposition of transfer
learning) in the medical domain demonstrated suitability [2–4]. However, infrastructure intensive, the
high training time with higher run time complexity of most CNN architecture demands a deliberate
choice of CNNs.

Weapons detection and malicious activity detection are exploratory research areas where weapon
and human pose classification approaches can be used for effective surveillance. In real-time
scenarios, fixed CCTV and surveillance cameras capture specific visual coverage with defined and
partial views in crowded, populated areas. The prominent viewing angle of the surveillance sensors in
urban area capture weapons’ chromatic exposure if the subject exposes the weapon. Captured visuals
from crime scenes and event logs highlight that clear visuals are not available until the commitment of
the crimes, thus unclear visuals of weapons. Weapon chromatic exposure and clarity are also
subjected to the sensor’s capability, i.e., angles, distance, and zoom. Figure 1 shows real-time
surveillance visuals of various human activities in the mob. Various works have been focusing on the
employment of object detection methodology. Various recent methodologies propose the employment
of CNNs for weapon detection [5, 6]. Although these approaches demonstrate promising yields, most
of this work proves a concept and lacks robustness for ground deployment. Bhatt et al. [7]
demonstrated higher performance using singular classification to reduce the time complexity aiming
ground deployable system . There have been challenges experienced on-the-ground employment by
security agencies. In such scenarios, object detection underperforms while analyzing videos with
hindered weapon visuals involving higher distances. Such methodology also suffers substandard
identification accuracy while the subject is in possession of a small-sized personal weapon or
operating the weapon at a distance. Human activity detection is one of the approaches which detects
human activity based on various techniques. As weapon handling and operating is distinctly human
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activity, the human pose detection or activity classification approaches can address the real-time
challenge described above. Hence, human activity recognition technology can help identify
miscreants carrying or operating weapons. Although these approaches demonstrate promising yields,
most of this work proves a concept and lacks robustness for ground deployment.

Malicious human activity recognition critically analyzes a mob or crowd’s visual skimming for
effective law order enforcement. Crowd management is a challenging situation handled by law
enforcement agencies where mob management is the primary concern. In some cases, agitated groups
of personnel or protests without arms demand identifying activities detrimental to a civilized society.
Untoward activities, i.e., stampedes, also took a toll on human lives. Hence, detecting human
activities like falling, running, stone pelting, and weapon handling helps improve mob management.
While human activity recognition is addressed as a classification problem, it can be assimilated as
activity recognition and the visuals’ localization problem. The human figures’ kinetic states can be
classified into several activities like “walking”, “running” and many more.

Figure 1. Surveillance visuals from the real-time hostile standoff showing (a) Stone pelting,
(b) Hostile mob activities, (c) Agitation with weapon operating poses, (d) Crowd stampede.

Context-based classification and mapping enhance the scope to generate meaningful information
by detecting various human objects in a scene. Identifying different body parts belonging to a single
or multiple human bodies in a single surveillance frame and connecting body and foot key points is
challenging. Effectiveness remains a core challenge while classifying human activities. A recent issue
targets the detection of hand keypoint followed by combining these keypoint detection tasks into the
same algorithm, which results in the estimation of the pose “whole-body” or “full-body” (body, face,
hand and foot) [8, 9]. From the spatial perspective, specific human activity is associated with the
main subset of joints that distinguishes the behavior. In the temporal perspective, final behavior can
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be concluded by building an action flow from sub-stages/frames that encompass different degrees of
significance. In the real-time scenario, spatial and temporal perspective plays a vital role in mapping the
multiple activities from multiple human movements. An attention mechanism is an efficient approach
and can be explored for Skeleton-based behavior identification.

The experiments are motivated by the real-time challenge faced by the state actors. The paper
proposes a methodology to identify the human activities for improved crowd management using
various machine techniques. Existing human activity techniques superimposed with an effective
customized overlay can aid in the identification of alarming and malicious in the crowd. Thus, the
detected poses are classified in various human activities with a novel introduction of a
class-‘suspicious activity’. The real-time challenge demands highlighting suspicious activities by
identifying weapon handling poses while standing or kneeling and also facilitates monitoring
activities of stone-pelting and falling. Comprehensively, the problem statement incorporates effective
threat identification and effective crowd management during hostile and violent standoffs. The
real-time scenario inspires our work with challenges highlighted in earlier paragraphs. The paper
proposes a novel methodology to identify malicious, alarming human activities using a skeleton graph
for effective crowd management. The paper focuses on proposing a comprehensive pipeline for
enhanced human activity classification. Our contributions are listed as follows:

• We present a novel human activity pose detection to classify suspicious human activity in the
crowd using a comprehensive pipeline, achieving effective results.
• VGG architecture demonstrates promising results in skeleton graph generation on a customized

dataset that comprises 6600 different body pose coordinates over eight activity classes.
• The pipeline incorporates the employment of LSTM for human activity recognition to achieve

benchmark results by analyzing a series of visual surveillance frames, thus building an effective
activity recognition for real-time detection.
• The Kalman filter overlay, in the end, ensures improved human activity classification, followed by

a visual skeleton graph creation on the input surveillance feeds with visual classification output on
the processed frames along with audio visual alarm generation for specific activity classification.

2. Literature review and methodology

Human pose estimation can be carried out with or without human body models, categorizing these
methods into generative methods (model-based) or discriminative methods (model-free). Further, it
can be classified into top-down and bottom-up methods, mainly considering the level from which
the processing is carried out. We systematically studied the survey and review papers to identify the
appropriate methodology for the defined problem definition. The surveys carried out on human motion
analysis emphasize human pose estimation for real-life situations [10–14], and human motion analysis
for video surveillance applications [15]. Some reviews focused on human motion capture systems [16,
17], model-based HPE [18,19], body parts-based HPE [20], and monocular-based HPE [21]. Skeleton-
based, contour-based, and volume-based models are three prominent types of human body models that
model the human body for human pose estimation [20,21]. Skeleton-based model is also known as the
stick figure or kinematic model. It represents a set of joint (typically between 10 to 30) locations and
the corresponding limb orientations following the human body’s skeletal structure. Generated graph
structure has vertices indicating joints and edges encoding constraints or prior connections of joints
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within the skeleton structure [22], and has been experimented with for 2D HPE [9]. This approach is
very simple and flexible.

‘Single Person Pose Estimation’ derives inference from individual observations of body parts and
spatial relations. The spatial model (based on graphical tree-structured models) encodes the spatial
association between neighboring sections. It uses a kinematic line or non-tree model with expanding
tree structure to identify and cater to occlusion, symmetry, and long-range relations. For position
estimates, CNN achieves accurate spatial measurements of body parts. Multiple channels of a
convolutional feature map embroil numerous semantic stages from the feature perspective, where
each channel contributes to presenting relevant data samples for different actions. Most work proposes
a top-down technique for multi-person pose estimation, which detects a person first, then measures
each person’s pose separately for each area detected. This approach not only suffers from early
commitment to identifying persons but also scuffles to extract the spatial relations between multiple
persons, allowing global inference. Existing methods consider the connections between the joints and
bones and directly use physical information for modeling the topological structure of skeleton data.
However, there exists a limitation in investigating every human action’s key joints, bones, and body
parts. Several experiments suggest using various methods for generating the body skeleton graphs.

2.1. Openpose: realtime multi-person 2D pose estimation using part affinity field

Openpose uses a nonparametric representation – Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) which descends
knowledge to associate the concomitant body parts of a person within an image. The PAF refinement
alone is more decisive for maximizing runtime accuracy than refining both PAF and body part
location prediction [23, 24]. Openpose proposes a system for 2D pose detection of multiple persons
using body, foot, hand, and vital facial points. They also include a runtime comparison to
mask-R-CNN and alpha-pose, showing the computational advantage of our bottom-up approach [25].
This system uses non-maximum suppression on the detection confidence maps to obtain a discrete set
of part candidate locations. The proposed work shows results for three models: MPII, COCO and
COCO + foot, where (1) MPII recognizes 14 body parts. (2) COCO localizing 17 key points. (3)
COCO + Foot includes a foot dataset for recognizing foot joints [26–28].

2.2. Centrality Graph Convolution Network (CGCN) for skeleton-based action recognition

The CGCN is the first work to highlight the centrality structures, i.e., key joints, bones, and body
parts in human activity. The CGCN trails graph mechanisms in designing the centrality module to
identify human action [29]. Temporal information models are derived using the motion information of
a person entity between consecutive frames. The spatial and motion information is fed into a
four-channel framework for the action recognition task. This model outperforms the state-of-the-art
methods on to large-scale datasets for skeleton-based action recognition [30, 31].

2.3. Graph Convolution Network (GCN)

Graph Convolution Network methodology combines the topological structure with Graph
Convolutional Networks, and it significantly increases performance by using the topological structure
of skeleton data extracted from the human figure [32]. The approach proposes using topological
information to distinguish key joints, bones and body parts, then highlighting the affirmative results
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using key joints and bones information in a four-channel framework. It shows an implementation of
the reconstructed graph by the adaptive methods of the training process to bring out improvements.
The models have been validated on NTU-RGB+D and kinetics datasets. The GSN modeling includes
spatial and spectrum approaches, where the spatial approaches use graph theory to define nodes and
edges for entities on data. Various experiments based on spectral approaches analyze the constructed
graph in the frequency domain by leveraging the Laplacian eigenvector to transform a graph in the
time domain [33–36]. The approach is known to have high computational costs and overheads.
Hence, most methods use spatial approaches to construct CNN to classify human action. This
approach provides scalability for large sizes of skeleton data [37–39].

2.4. Feedback Graph Convolution Network for skeleton-based action recognition

In FGCN, a multi-stage temporal sampling strategy is designed to extract spatial-temporal features
for action recognition in a coarse-to-fine progressive process. A dense connection-based FGCN is
proposed to introduce feedback connection into GCNs [40]. It transmits high-level semantics features
to the low-level layers and flows temporal information stage by stage to progressively model. Early
predictions are made on the FGCN model. The model gets partial knowledge of behavior in the early
stages. Its forecasts are, of course, fairly coarse. The coarse predictions are essential to direct later-
stage function learning to get precise prediction [41].

Body skeleton graphs can be constructed by applying CNN (Convolution Neural Network), GCN
(Graph Convolution Network) and FGCN (Feedback Graph Convolution Network). Graph
Convolutional Networks (GCNs) generalize the traditional technique to manage graph construction
results using two main methods, i.e., the construction of GCNs with a temporal or spectral
perspective. Spatial perspective approaches work out the convolution filters directly on the graph
vertices and their neighbors [40]. On the other hand, spectral perspective techniques consider graph
convolution as a type of spectral analysis using the Laplacian matrices graph’s values and vectors.
These approaches are based on the spatial perspective. The ST-GCN model claims it goes beyond the
constraints of hand-crafted pieces and traversal rules used in previous methods [42]. These networks
are based on CNN architecture and experimented on different datasets. On one side, where some of
the proposed methods are fast but suffer from substandard accuracy, some show considerable
accuracy with low speed. Some of the existing system models use RNN, which is less accurate than
LSTM. Due to the advent of deep learning-based human pose estimation approaches, there has been a
substantial novelty in approaching meaningful solutions with improved performance. Our work
focuses on the amalgamation of human pose estimation and human activity classification, thus using
multiple methods combined into one pipeline.

3. Material and methods

The paper proposes a comprehensive methodology by recognizing human activities without
missing data on body joints and mapping accurate body pose coordinates to predict human activity
while processing real-time surveillance video feed inputs. Human pose estimation has been one of the
challenges explored by various experimental studies. Although datasets exist to explore the
referenced problem definition, creating a universal dataset for this task is challenging as human poses
are variant. There is a requirement for an appropriate dataset with balanced visuals in the human
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activity classes to detect and classify activities in the crowd-monitoring videos and visuals. Various
datasets have been explored which may incorporate human pose with weapon handling, along with
common activities noticed in the crowd, i.e., running, stampeding, and falling. We carried out the
study of well-known datasets used in deep learning experiments or studies, i.e., MSCOCO [43],
MPII [44], LSP [45], FLIC [46], PoseTrack [47] and AI Challenger [48]. Prominent limitations were
envisaged while conceiving and conducting our experiments. Primarily, these datasets contained more
images in complicated scenes, not befitting crowd management activities or problem definition. There
exists a void of befitting datasets despite the availability of similar datasets that can be used for our
experiments.

As the methodology is objected to highlighting suspicious activities by identifying weapon
handling poses while standing or kneeling, stone-pelting and falling, we created a customized dataset.
Eventually, the most perplexing concern is recognizing the activity from body coordinates in different
activity/poses in the real-time surveillance visual feeds. The pose estimation model takes a processed
camera image as the input and only estimates where key body joints are in the frame, giving output
information about key points. In this model, we extract the joint coordinate of body parts using the
TF-pose estimation library and manually enter data into the Excel/CSV files. The key points detected
are indexed by a part ID, with a confidence score ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, indicating the probability
that a key point exists in that position. Our experiments included 18 different body coordinates with
respective part IDs, as shown in Table 1. These coordinates are expressed as (X, Y) where X contains
(x,y) coordinates of body parts, and Y: class contains different human activities. A customized dataset
was created using open-source images and videos, which include human activities classified as
‘Shoot’, ‘Crawl’ and ‘Throw’. On the customized dataset, the experiments collected 18 different body
joints for every activity and added variations in the data to make a more specific dataset. TF-pose
estimation library [49] collects the various human pose coordinates. It incorporates approximately
6600 different body pose coordinates from eight human activities. The final dataset has eight human
activity classes (Stand, Walk, Run, operate, fall, Shoot, Crawl and Throw). Figure 2 shows eight
human pose classes with respective numbers of body pose coordinates.

Table 1. The table highlights 18 different body coordinates with respective part IDs while
customizing the dataset.

ID Keypoints ID Keypoints ID Keypoints
1 Nose 2 Right Knee 3 Neck
4 Right Foot 5 Right Shoulder 6 Left Hip
7 Right Elbow 8 Left Knee 9 Right Wrist
10 Left Foot 11 Left Shoulder 12 Right Eye
13 Left Elbow 14 Left Eye 15 Left Wrist
16 Right Ear 17 Right Hip 18 Left Ear

The experiments were conducted by training the VGG-19 backbone for the skeleton graph
generation. The Deepsort person tracking algorithm was used for multiple people tracking over
consecutive video frames, generating bounding boxes. LSTM was trained on a customized dataset
(incorporating 6600 body poses with eight human activity classes). Finally, in the last stage, the
pipeline recognizes human activity and categorizes it as normal or suspicious. Figure 3 shows the
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proposed architecture of the pipeline. We conducted our experiments on Nvidia GTX 2080Ti GPU
(4352 CUDA cores).

Figure 2. Statistical distribution of body-pose coordinates of eight human activity classes.

3.1. Model implementation

3.1.1. VGG backbone

As the initial phase of the pipeline proposed using CNN for skeleton graph generation, we
explored VGG, Alexnet, and InceptionNet V3 architectures. Abouelnaga et al. proposed a
genetically-weighted ensemble of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for driving posture
estimation classification [50]. The methodology showed 95.98% accuracy with AlexNet architecture.
AlexNet-eight layers architecture with learnable parameters has five convolution layers with a
combination of max-pooling layers and two dropout layers, followed by three fully connected layers.
Relu and softmax activation functions were used in all output layers. It achieved 93.65%, 93.60%,
84.23%, 89.52% and 86.68% accuracy on original, Skin segmented, face, hand and face + hand,
respectively. A thinned version of the ensemble achieved 94.29% classification accuracy for a
real-time environment. Various experiments using AlexNet and InceptionNet V3 were conducted in
the same proposed methodology. Table 2 shows the performance attained in the paper.

In the proposed pipeline, Very Deep Convolutional Networks are designed to carry out a large-scale
image recognition baseline model that extracts the body joints. It joins the graph and creates a full-body
skeleton graph which is given as input to the human activity recognition algorithm. VGGNet uniform
Architecture consists of 13 convolutional layers, five max-pooling layers and three fully-connected
layers consisting of 138 million parameters [51, 52]. Efficient feature extraction capability makes it a
preferred CNN for computer vision challenges [53]. VGG16 and VGG19 CNN architectures perform
well in several object detection scenarios. Bhatt et al. showed considerable efficiency while employing
them for real-time surveillance video analysis [2, 3]. The proposed pipeline uses a VGG (pre-trained
on a COCO body dataset) model [54]. We maintain VGG-19 as the backbone. The probability of
picking an image from each dataset is 76.5% for COCO, 5% each for foot and MPII datasets, 0.33%
for each face dataset, 0.5% for Dome hand, 5% for MPII hand, 5% for whole-body data, and 2% for
picking an image with no people in it [55]. Training the VGG net is the same as the CMU providing the
Caffe model in the openpose library. Considering the real-time surveillance video analysis, low graph
accuracy may result in an inefficient system. The system may fail to identify or classify correct human
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activity due to less accurate/incorrect graph generation in the early phase of the pipeline. Hence, the
VGGNet increases the efficiency of skeleton graph generation. We used Local PAF Threshold = 0.2,
PAF Count Threshold = 5, Part Count Threshold = 4, and Part Score Threshold = 4.5. Figure 4 shows
VGG architecture, used for extracting body joints and joints, thereby creating a full-body skeleton
graph.

Table 2. The table highlights a comparative analysis of the datasets used by the researchers
during their experiments.

CNN/Model Source Accuracy %

AlexNet [4]

Original 93.65
Skin segmented 93.60
Face 84.23
Hand 89.52
Face + Hand 86.68

InceptionNet V3

Original 95.17
Skin segmented 94.57
Face 88.82
Hand 91.62
Face + Hand 90.88

Figure 3. Proposed methodology for a comprehensive, end-to-end pipeline for human
activity classification.

3.1.2. Non-Maximum Suppression

Non-Maximal Suppression (NMS) helps in whittling down many detected bounding boxes to only
a few from several overlapping entities [56]. Numerous anchors of various sizes and shapes
supposedly contain only one or few objects. Classification criteria can be used to conclude the object
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class. A classifier obtains a probability score or similarity measure, e.g., IOU. We use NMS to
represent the detection of the human body and separate each person with an individual bounding box.
Most target detection algorithms use NMS to cut a considerable number of rectangles observed down
to a handful [57–59]. The window size value was taken as 3, and the threshold was set to 0.15. The
real-time deployment demands effective bounding box generation over the fast-moving, dynamic
objects in consecutive surveillance video frames. Figure 5 shows bounding box generation in
consecutive video frames.

Figure 4. VGG architecture for the creation of full-body skeleton graph.

Figure 5. Non-Maximal Suppression for effective bounding box generation in consecutive
surveillance video frames.

3.1.3. Deep Sort algorithm

Deep-Sort-an improvement of the SORT algorithm integrates the appearance information of objects
to enhance associations [60]. Data association integrates an additional appearance metric based on
pre-trained CNNs allowing the re-identification of tracks based on feature similarity besides overlap.
The Deep Sort associates objects in multiple previous frames, alleviating the occlusion issue and re-
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discovering objects. Real-time scenario demands tracking specific personnel for mapping its activity
in consecutive frames for further activity classification [61]. The module holds ID assignments to a
person in subsequent frames unless the individual moves out of the visuals. The module considers ID
assignments afresh on any person’s reappearance to enable tracking of the activity [62,63]. Assignment
of unique IDs to human entities helps track the same person in video frames, making the model robust
for the actual scenario. A nearest-neighbor distance metric is a distance calculation class that returns
the nearest sample by calculating two measurement methods, i.e., Euclidean Distance and Cosine
Distance. We experimented with the maximum cosine distance value taken as 0.3. Some thresholds
for detection are defined, and the feature extractor network is loaded. Figure 6 shows the allotment of
IDs to multiple human objects for tracking.

Figure 6. Multi person tracking with unique ID assignment using DeepSORT [65].

3.1.4. Long Short Term Memory-Recurrent Neural Network(LSTM-RNN)

LSTM is an RNN architecture that can remember values over arbitrary intervals, making them
better suited to classify, process, and predict time series. LSTM has a distinct advantage due to its
insensitivity to gap length over alternative RNNs, hidden Markov models and other sequence learning
methods. Considering the inherent advantage of LSTM, the proposed methodology incorporates
experiments using LSTM. The proposed pipeline involves LSTM experiments to analyze live
surveillance videos for the classification of human activities correctly. The paper proposes the
employment of LSTM to identify malicious human activities from multiple human entities in
consecutive video frames. Long-term memory-referred to as cell state and its separate opening, is
LSTM’s central principle. The cell state moves quantitative knowledge down the chain of sequences.
It can be assimilated as the network’s ‘memory’, where the cell state will hold relevant information
throughout the sequence production. As the cell state moves, information is added or removed
through gates to the cell state. The gates are specific neural networks that determine which knowledge
of the cell state is enabled. During the preparation, the gates will learn what information is relevant to
hold or forget [19]. As details from the early steps will make it through later, it minimizes the
short-term memory effects and can find similarities in more video frames. Figure 7 shows
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LSTM-RNN Single memory cell [64].
The key to LSTM is the cell state Ct, which keeps the information along it unchanged. Three gates,

named forget gate, input, and output gate, regulate the cell state to let information through optionally.
The forget gate controls which elements of the cell state vector Ct−1 will be forgotten, thereby deciding
whether the previous activity is related to the present activity or not. Thus, the forget gate decides
whether the output of the previous field is important for the next cell output or not.

ft = σ(W f [ht−1, xt] + b f ) (3.1)

it = σ(Wi[ht−1, xt] + bi) (3.2)

C̃ = tanh(Wc[ht−1, xt] + bc) (3.3)

where ft is an output vector of the sigmoid layer whose value ranges between 0 and 1. W f and b f

define the trainable parameters. The input cell (a value ranging between 0 and 1) decided which of
the body coordinates is updated by the latest input of the input cell with Wi and bi being the trainable
parameters. C̃ (a value ranging between 0 and 1) is a potential vector of cell state that is computed by
the current input xt and the last hidden state ht−1. In this model, tanh is the hyperbolic tangent, and Wc

and bc are the trainable parameters.

Figure 7. LSTM-RNN single memory cell.

After that, we can update the old cell state Ct−1 into the new cell state Ct by element-wise
multiplication:

Ct = ftCt−1 + itC̃t (3.4)

Finally, the output gate decides which to be output by a sigmoid layer:

ot = σ(Wo[ht−1, xt] + bo) (3.5)

where ot is a vector (value ranging between 0 and 1), and Wo, bo are trainable parameters.
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The new hidden state ht is then calculated by combining Eqs (5) and (6):

ht = ot ⊙ tanh(Ct) (3.6)

ADAM is an optimization algorithm that can be used instead of the classical stochastic gradient
descent procedure to update network weights iteratively based on training data. Stochastic gradient
descent maintains a single learning rate (termed alpha) for all weight updates, and the learning rate
does not change during training. Adam optimizer combines Adaptive Gradient Algorithm, and Root
Mean Square Propagation [66]. Adam optimizer is good in back-propagation and changes weight
according to the variation between the actual output and the prediction output. Hence, LSTM models
acquire good accuracy and benefit when applying real-time pose estimation.

3.1.5. Kalman filter

Kalman algorithm is a recursive algorithm in which time series is used noise data to remove
inaccuracies in the measurement of multiple variables and projections of the variables more complex
than single measurements, and thus an algorithm to time series. Kalman addresses the complexities of
variables with higher weights to higher estimates unsure [67]. The Kalman filter decides the variance
between this model’s real-time body coordinates and actual training coordinates. The Kalman filter
gives the most probable output of the human pose. Thus, the Kalman filter also constructs a state
transition model to find the most localized and reliable value for the next state prediction. Using
Kalman filter, significantly fluctuating serial data can be transformed into a successful application
with real-time tracking functions.

4. Results and discussion

Pre-Trained VGG19-generated full-body skeleton graph. It attained 96.31% and 94.44% accuracy
with regularization and without regularization, respectively. The VGG model gives good accuracy
while generating a full-body skeleton graph. Good accuracy of VGG net ensures that the accuracy of
the recognition model is also good VGG train on balance data which contain COCO body data set,
Dome hand, and MPII hand dataset to achieve good accuracy. Table 3 shows results generated using
VGG-19 architecture on our customized dataset. After generating a full-body skeleton graph, NMS
separates each person’s body by creating bounding boxes around it. It is clarified that the Skeleton
graph of the person’s body. Deep sort algorithms help track specific human bodies by giving them
individual IDs.

Table 3. The table highlights the performance of the VGG model.

CNN/Model Source Accuracy %
Original VGG (140 M parameter) Full body 94.44
Original VGG with Regularization (140 M
parameter)

Full Body 96.31

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are short-term memory sufferers, especially when a series is
long enough. They may find it impossible to bring knowledge from early stages in time to later ones.
RNNs leave crucial details at the start and suffer from the vanishing gradient problem, where gradients
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are values used to update a neural network’s weights. As the gradient shrinks when it propagates
back through time, the gradient value becomes extremely small and doesn’t contribute much learning.
So, layers that get a slight gradient upgrade avoid learning. Since these earlier layers don’t remember,
RNNs can forget what they saw in longer sequences. Hence, they have short-term memory. Approaches
highlighted in the literature survey section impose a time penalty as they involve more stages to process
a single frame. As Inference time is critical while envisaging real-time scenarios, our LSTM-based
methodology only needs to go through a single stage for every video frame, thus performing more
efficiently than multi-stage CNN-based methods. The LSTM implementation model showed 25.6 per
frame, which is more effective than the flow-based methods, i.e., Thin-Slicing Net [68]. The paper
addressed the transition of memory content resulting from the changing positions. The LSTM memory
cell containing global and local information helps predict spatially correlated joints on a single frame.
LSTM also maintains memory by using useful prior information and new knowledge, thus capturing
temporal geometric consistency [69].

Implementation of a linear stack of layers-Sequential model was done. In the recognition, part
LSTM trains on 6600 different human coordinates with one layer of Keras LSTM model, with 0.5
dropout and two fully connected dense layers, which gives a weight file with around 52 k parameters.
With epochs = 20, and batch size = 32, we used categorical cross-entropy as the loss function. Finally,
softmax activation was implemented. In this model output of the LSTM cell is continuously updated
by the next activity and, using a Kalman filter, calculates MSE between actual data and predicts data,
and decides the most accurate activity of the person. The LSTM model achieved 89.09% accuracy
with a nominal loss, i.e., approx 0.25, while training the dataset. The log loss of the LSTM model is
around 0.32, which is desirable for multi-class prediction. Figure 8 shows loss function and accuracy
graphs while training the LSTM network, which attained 89.09% accuracy. According to the confusion
matrix, the prediction of individual activity is accurately matched with the actual activity label. We
analyze the run-time efficiency in two parts, i.e., CNN processing time and Multi-person parsing time.
The earlier part has a time complexity of O(1), whereas the second part has O(n2) time complexity,
where n is the number of persons in the frame.

Figure 8. Graphs show loss and accuracy scores during training and testing phases.

Figure 9 shows the log loss score for human activity classification while training the LSTM on
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a customized dataset with 6600 coordinates. Figure 10 shows the confusion matrix for multi-class
human activity classification results, showing benchmark scores for the ‘Run’, ‘Weapon Handling-
Shoot’, ‘Crawl’ and ‘Throw’ human activity classes. These human activities have been reported during
violent standoffs, hence being classified as ‘Suspicious activities’. Figure 11 shows human activity
classification output obtained using the proposed end-to-end pipeline for (a) Walk, (b) Run, (c) Stand
and (d) Fall. Figure 12 shows weapon handling and operating activity (while the person is standing or
kneeling) classification output obtained using the proposed end-to-end pipeline.

Figure 9. Log-loss score of the LSTM model: human activity classification.

Figure 10. Confusion matrix for multi-class human activity classification results obtained
using the proposed methodology, highlighting optimum results.

4.1. Potential application

Real-time challenges can be addressed by formulating an efficient human pose classification system.
Lightweight, precise weapon pose estimation becomes a force multiplier in real-time situational scan
and weapon detection. A prominent gap identified while employing an object detection system for
weapon detection can be bridged with the proposed approach in the paper. During hostile stand-offs,
operations being conducted by law enforcement agencies can be empowered where the hostile dynamic
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situations can be effectively controlled. Prompt detection of firearms and weapons and malicious
activities helps identify the miscreants. Crime Identification while scanning the surveillance visuals
from widespread CCTV networks in smart cities can enhance monitoring and surveillance in cities,
responding effectively to crimes. An additional layer of geo-tagging can help limit the crimes, i.e.,
felony crimes, loot, robbery, and organized civil crimes. Border surveillance and areas with disturbed
situations can be put under effective scans, where prompt identification of miscreants can be made.
Finally, the methodology is best suited for crowd management, where the immediate alarm can be
raised on detecting even the minutest malicious activity of an individual.

Figure 11. Human activity classification output obtained using proposed end-to-end pipeline
for (a) Walk, (b) Run, (c) Stand and (d) Fall.

Figure 12. Weapon handling, operating activity classification output obtained using
proposed end-to-end pipeline for (a) Weapon operating in standing pose, (b) Weapon
operating in kneeling pose.
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5. Conclusions

Human activity recognition is a well-established computer vision problem that plays an influential
role in human-to-human interaction. Human activity classification aids in bio-metrics applications,
video-surveillance, human-computer interaction, and crowd management. Real-time multi-person
activity recognition is essential for identifying human activities in crowded places. Existing
approaches can recognize a single human activity. There exists a significant scope in real-time,
multi-person activity recognition, thereby segregating a set of human activities as-‘Suspicious’. The
proposed methodology presents a comprehensive methodology for effective law enforcement. Firstly,
the pre-trained VGG model demonstrated 96.31% accuracy for body joint detection, finding the
correct body joint, and creating a body skeleton graph. Subsequently, deepsort algorithm and NMS
helped improve performance in separating multiple human body skeleton graphs in surveillance
visual. The customized dataset included 6600 body pose coordinates defined in eight classes (stand,
walk, run, operate, fall, shooting, crawling, and throwing). LSTM model-trained on the customized
dataset, attained 89.09% accuracy, establishing benchmark performance for time sequence
surveillance visuals. Lastly, the pipeline incorporated a Kalman filter for classification, making LSTM
more effective in testing on real-time video surveillance. The human activity alarm trigger extends
enhanced assimilation of the generated results, highlighting the ‘Suspicious’ human activities. A
comprehensive pipeline is a prominent approach to circumvent real-time challenges in identifying
suspicious activities in violent conflicts, armed violence, and standoff.
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